
 
 

Betting without research is like ham without eggs, you need to find an edge to try and unravel the 
jigsaw puzzle of winner finding. 
 
That’s where we come in we provide an information service NOT a “Tipping service” basically we 
gather information on horses. 
 
We study videos look at trainer and jockey stats pedigrees angles and trends to try and identify value 
winning selections, you may have your own knowledge and that is also a help. 
 
We do have losing runs everyone does in this business but racing is a 7 day a week 361 day  a year 
industry and so this just can’t be helped. 
 
Trainers have losing runs and so do jockeys but that does not mean they are no good at their job, 
what I am trying to say is if we hit a bad run stick with it as we will also hit some really good runs. 
 
No odds on bets or short price paper favourites if you bet in this way you would go skint very quicky. 
 
For just £10.00 per month admin fee you can jump on board and let us help you figure out a race or 
two that could bring that winning Yankee up or the last leg of the scoop 6. 
 
On the subject of the Scoop 6 we have just started a small syndicate that is growing weekly, if you 
fancy coming on board please get in touch. 
 
There is no admin charge we just ask you to start with a minimum of £6.00 per week to join if you 
want to invest a bit more you can which means you have more winnings. 
 
Please visit our website www.dallas-racing.com if you have any questions or are interested in any of 
the services if you like horse racing we are your first point of call. 
 

Ownership: (Real racehorse ownership at an affordable cost) 
Information: (Tap into our knowledge to gain an edge) 

Scoop 6: (Your chance to win thousands each week) 
 

 
 

Mark A Glassett 
07506 848233 

mark@dallas-racing.com 
www.dallas-racing.com 
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